
S A M U R A I  M U S E U M 
B E R L I N

On 8 May 2022, the Samurai Museum Berlin will open in August-
straße in Berlin Mitte. The museum houses one of the largest  
collections of authentic samurai artefacts outside Japan. On 1,500 
square metres, visitors to Europe's first museum of samurai art can 
immerse themselves in the legendary world of Japanese warri-
ors. More than 1,000 exhibits from the Peter Janssen Collection  
narrate the culture and history of the samurai. Interactive, multimedia  
installations showcase the exhibits through innovative technologies, 
taking visitors on a spectacular journey through time. 

Fascinating armour, elaborate swords, and legendary masks –  
outstanding objects illustrate the emergence of the samurai as 
a warrior caste and their varied development through the cen-
turies – from the late Kofun period around 500 to the early Meiji  
period in the 19th century. The museum presentation designed 
by Ars Electronica Solutions provides a playful experience of the  
distant epoch.
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Visitors enter the Samurai Museum Berlin through a front gate 
imported from Japan that once adorned the residence of a high-
ranking samurai. The multimedia journey begins with an interactive 
3D model of Japan that examines the country’s history in a global 
context. Masks, weapons, and armour are shown in 360° represen-
tations. Thanks to digital techniques, visitors get closer to the exhi-
bits than ever before. Dynamic projections bring battle scenes to 
life, and multimedia installations illustrate the art of sword-making. 
A unique feature of the Samurai Museum Berlin is the original  

Nō theatre: it was built by traditional carpenters in Japan and ship-
ped to Berlin. Nō is a form of classical Japanese theatre from the late 
14th century with masks, ritualized movements, and musical accom-
paniment. Two further original architectural elements housed in the 
new museum are a torii, which in Japanese architecture marks the 
entrance to a Shintō shrine, and a teahouse. Visitors are accom-
panied by the shape-shifting fox Kitsune, a symbolic guide that  
playfully invites to interact with the exhibits and imparts knowledge.

Black-laced armour of the Katō clan

late Edo period (18th – 19th century), iron, gold, crystal, 
copper-alloy, lacquer, silk, brocade, leather, wood, unsigned

© Samurai Museum Berlin, Photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann

"By opening my collection at the Samurai  
Museum Berlin to visitors of all ages and 
backgrounds, I want to share my enthu-
siasm for Japanese culture and samurai 
history across the generations," explains 
collector Peter Janssen, the museum's 
founder. "We want this to be a place of 
vibrant knowledge mediation and to 
make tangible connections between cul-
tures, space, and time. While promo-
ting curiosity and an understanding of  
different cultures, we invite to an open  
dialogue between people and cultures."

The myth and influence of the samurai 
on Japanese society are examined from  
different perspectives such as everyday 
life, arts and crafts, or martial arts.

The exhibition covers various topics, 
such as the position and role of women, 
mythology and faith, the art of war and  
weaponry, the legend of the ninja, and 
ritual art forms like Japanese calligraphy, 

the tea ceremony, and Nō theatre. Along-
side the interactive permanent exhibi-
tion, an area for temporary exhibitions is 
dedicated to contemporary art, building a 
bridge to the present, with a focus on the 
influence of the samurai on contemporary 
culture within and outside Japan. 

"We are a living museum. The interac-
tion of historical objects with innova-
tive media technology enables a wide-
ranging experimental approach to the 
myth of the samurai and Japanese cul-
ture. Discovering, experiencing, trying out, 
and understanding intertwine. Here, pop 
cultural discourses are continued, and 
topics like manga, anime, or gaming offer 
exciting starting points for discussion and 
debate. We want to provide visitors with 
an active and intense experience of art 
that also creates references to the pre-
sent," museum director Alexander Jöchl 
points out, emphasising the museum's 
profile. 
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Over the past 30 years, entrepreneur Peter Janssen has compiled one of the world's most compre-
hensive collections of Japanese samurai art dating from the 6th to the 19th century. In terms of its 
variety and scope, the collection is unique outside Japan. It includes not only weapons and armour, 
but also textiles, paintings, woodblock prints, tea ware, and Buddhist sculptures.

It all began with a passion for martial arts and Japanese culture, shaped at a young age by 
personal friendships. It is this enthusiasm that is still driving Peter Janssen today and has often 
brought him to Japan.

What began in 1985 with a sword blade bought at a Berlin flea market has grown into a collection 
comprising more than 4,000 objects today: over 70 suits of armour, 200 helmets, 200 masks, 160 
blades and numerous pieces of sword fittings. In addition, there are outstanding unique objects 
from different spheres of life in samurai culture. And the collection continues to grow, resourceful 
and with great expertise, Peter Janssen keeps on searching out new objects. 

Since 2017, the collection was open to the public at the "Samurai Art Museum" in Berlin Zeh-
lendorf. There, selected exhibits were on display. Driven by Peter Janssen's desire to share his 
unique collection with a broad public, it was decided to move to a larger exhibition space in a  
central location and to rely on innovative mediation methods  – thus the Samurai Museum Berlin 
came into being. Here, in the heart of Berlin, the objects will come to life in contemporary exhibi-
tion formats and enthral visitors.

Hashimoto Sadahide (1807 – 1878/79):  
Takeda Katsuyori assisting at Kiso and Soma  
during the Battle at the Shiojiri Pass, with a distant  
view of beaming Lake Suwa

publisher: Yamamotoya Heikichi 
signature: Gountei Sadahide ga

© Samurai Museum Berlin, Photo: Norbert Artner

Nō mask of a young woman

19th – 20th century, cypress wood, minerals,  
seashell pigment (gofun)

© Samurai Museum Berlin, Photo: Norbert Artner
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Visual Samurai Museum Berlin 
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2.  

Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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Installation view Samurai Museum Berlin, 2022 
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9. 

Peter Janssen 

 

Portrait 
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10a. 10b.  

 

Black-laced armour of the Katō clan (1b. detail), late Edo period (18th – 19th century), iron, gold, crystal, copper-alloy, 

lacquer, silk, brocade, leather, wood, unsigned © Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 



 
 

  
11a. 11b. 

 

Green laced armour (details), mid-Edo period (18th century), Iron, gold, copper-alloy, lacquer, silk, brocade, leather, 

wool, helmet signed: Iehisa © Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 

  
12a.  12b.  

 

Armour of embossed ironwork (details), mid- to late Edo period (18th – 19th century), iron, gold, copper-alloy, lacquer, 

silk, brocade, leather, signatures: shoulder guards: Myōchin Munesuke, mask: Myōchin Shinpachirō Muneyuki, helmet: 

Sōshū Yukinoshita Iehisa © Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 



 
 

 

 

13.  

Helmet of the Katō clan with a crest in the shape of a 

dragon, late Edo period (18th – 19th century), iron, gold, 

crystal, copper-alloy, lacquer, silk, brocade, leather, wood, 

unsigned © Samurai Museum Berlin,  

photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 

14.  

Exceptional ridged helmet of 136 iron plates, early Edo 

period (17th century), iron, lacquer, gold, leather, silk, 

signature: Echizen no kuni Toyohara jū Bamen 

Tomotsugu saku © Samurai Museum Berlin,  

photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 

 

 

 

 
15.  

Katana mount with black lacing, mid-Edo period (18th 

century), iron, ray skin, gold-copper alloy, lacquer, silk, 

wood, unsigned © Samurai Museum Berlin,  

photo: Norbert Artner 

 

 

16.  

Katana mount with brown lacing, late Edo period (19th 

century), ray skin, gold-copper alloy, lacquer, silk, wood, 

Fuchi signed: Mito-jū Michitoshi © Samurai Museum 

Berlin, photo: Manfred-M. Sackmann 

 



 
 

   
17.  

Nō mask of an aged deity, 19th – 20th 

century, cypress wood, minerals, 

seashell pigment (gofun)  

© Samurai Museum Berlin,  

photo: Norbert Artner  

18.  

Nō mask of a young woman, 19th – 

20th century, cypress wood, 

minerals, seashell pigment (gofun)  

© Samurai Museum Berlin,  

photo: Norbert Artner 

 

 

 

 

19. 

 Nō mask of a vengeful spirit (hannya), 

19th – 20th century, cypress wood, 

minerals, seashell pigment (gofun)  

© Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: 

Norbert Artner 

 

 

 
20.  

Nō mask of a young woman, 19th – 20th century, cypress wood, minerals, seashell pigment (gofun)   

© Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Norbert Artner 



 
 

 
 

21.  

Hashimoto Sadahide (1807-1878/79), Takeda Katsuyori assisting at Kiso and Soma during the Battle at  

the Shiojiri Pass, with a distant view of beaming Lake Suwa, late Edo (1615-1865) – early Meiji period (1868-1912), 

woodblock print (nishiki-e); ink and colour on paper, ōban, 37 x 25cm, publisher: Yamamotoya Heikichi, signature: 

Gountei Sadahide ga © Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Norbert Artner    

  

 

 

 
 

22.  

Utagawa Hirokage (active 1860s), Great battle between the troops of the fish and vegetables, 1859, woodblock print 

(nishiki-e); ink and colour on paper, vertical ōban triptych: 35.9 x 73 cm (14 1/8 x 28 3/4 inches), publisher: 

Motoyokoyamacho Sancho, signature: Hirokage ga, marks Censors’ seals: goat 10, (Ansei 6, 10th month, aratame)  

© Samurai Museum Berlin, photo: Norbert Artner 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

23. 

Sylwia Makris 

 

Yu (Courage) Woman, from the series "The 7 Virtues" 

 

large format photos on canvas 
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24. 

Sylwia Makris 

 

Rei (Etiquette) Woman, from the series "The 7 Virtues" 

 

large format photos on canvas 
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25. 

Sylwia Makris 

 

Rei (Etiquette) Man, from the series "The 7 Virtues", 2021 

 

large format photos on canvas 
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